The University of Akron

**Course Content is Modular**
- Flexible
- Learning process
- Tech-based
- Learn anytime
- Transcript feature
- Platform gets smarter about you over time
- Connects you to a community of learners
- Highly personalized

**It's not linear**
- Different ways to achieve the same outcome

**DO BETTER than what the analytics would predict**
- Time in seat
- Does not equal time to learn

**Learned from our cohort about crowd sourcing & data analytics**

Seeyourwords.com
Drawn live by Jo
FIU

\[(x+1) = 75\% \text{ more likely to graduate}\]

GATEWAY COURSES

DATA BASED RECOMMENDATIONS

MEANINGFUL DOCUMENT

STRAT. PLAN

TRANSFORMING TEACHING CULTURE

INCENTIVIZING FACULTY

UT3

GSI: GRADUATION SUCCESS INITIATIVE

COHORT

INTERESTING TO BE AROUND OTHERS WHO ARE THINKING ABOUT THESE ISSUES

NATIONAL EXPOSURE

VALUE in SHARING these written documents
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Fresno State

We can make an impact on quality of life.

CEO's of partners are making it a priority.

Top priority.

Lots of positive energy.

Ideas we've shared.

Move from planning to implementation.

Diverse partnerships.

Promise pipeline.

Continue collaborating.

Community colleges helps us deliver.

CEO's on board.
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Georgia State University

Learning about Change Management

- We've pulled in partners in ways we may not have before
- Mobile app
- Clock
- Course schedule
- Structured impediment
- Scheduling practices
- Share
- Train
- Financial analytics
- Need to look at whole student
- Cohort
  - It's possible to learn from everyone

Our relationship will grow over time

Continue to find ways to connect people throughout our institution

We are always ready to talk & share
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Portland State University

- Discovery of a way of generating ideas
- Big innovation funnel
- 4-6 new programs a year
- Confidence from being around others doing similar work
- Transparency builds trust
- Engaging students in design process
- If you have ownership you don't walk away
- Have teams visit each other
- We want to make things visible
- Creating physical spaces that foster collaboration
- Sharing project management
- Crowd sourcing
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TEMPEL
UNIVERSITY

- Redefine Preparedness
- Access
- Listening & Learning
  - Priceless
- Cross Campus Collaboration

- Supports Need to Be
- Proactive & Data Driven

- Get It Done
  - We'll Tweak as We Go

- Risk - Needs Responsivity

- Early Alert Systems

H.S. Program
- 30,000 Applicants
- 24% Test Optional
- 50% ADM
- 4800 Incoming
  - > 900 Test Optional
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO

CAMPUS WIDE AWARENESS OF STUDENT SUCCESS

WE BELIEVE IN ACCESS

EXPOSED PROCESS That CONTINUES To EVOLVE

FACULTY INCORPORATE STUDENTS INTO SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY

informal opportunities

CONVERSATION OVER DINNER

SPARKED MENTORING

IT'S USEFUL TO IDENTIFY FLOWS

A FEELING STABLE & SURE FOOTED

DEPARTMENT LEADERSHIP IS

BULLETINS
NO ONE IS LEFT IN THE DARK

SUSTAINABILITY → A PART OF EACH OF OUR PROJECTS
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